mahogany SATIN / MIRROR FLATWARE
Mahogany FLATWARE has been designed to high light the
functional area of a utilitarian object by making a feature of
the manufacturing processes that go into creating FLATWARE.
The edges of the handles are finished with crafted radii to
ensure a delicate ergonomic feeling to the hand, whilst the
varying thickness gauges in the handles have been engineered for
refined weight and balance.

PASTRY FORK 175MM - MHS 880028

SERVING SPOON 248MM - MHS 880009

SERVING FORK 248MM - MHS 880011

EUROPEAN TEA SPOON 132MM - MHS 880007
BUTTER KNIFE 172MM - MHS 880019

DESSERT SPOON 188MM - MHS 880018
FISH KNIFE 220MM - MHS 880022

OVAL SOUP SPOON 188MM - MHS 880006
FISH FORK 188MM - MHS 880023

DESSERT KNIFE 212MM - MHS 880005
LARGE OVAL SOUP SPOON 205MM - MHS 880003

ENTRE KNIFE 240MM - MHS 880001
ESPRESSO SPOON 106MM - MHS 880014

ENTRE FORK 210MM - MHS 880002
DEMITASSE SPOON 116MM - MHS 880013

STEAK KNIFE 240MM - MHS 880015

SALAD FORK 188MM - MHS 880004

mahogany IS MADE USING THE FINEST QUALITY 18/10 STAINLESS STEEL AND
IS AVAILABLE IN SATIN/mirror combination and MIRROR FINISH.

care of flatware
Staining of stainless steel is a rare phenomenon that in most cases is due to
something that becomes firmly deposited onto the steel, rather than to any
attack of the steel itself.
DO NOT use chemical dip solutions. Dip solutions can stain or even etch stainless
steel knife blades.

Cleaning - Dishwasher Safe
Keep silver-plated and sterling-silver FLATWARE separatelyfrom stainless steel
if they touch whilst they are wet, your silver may be damaged by a chemical
reaction.
Dishwashing: Please do NOT use detergents that use hydrochlorite or have a
lemon base to them. These ingredients can be highly corrosive.
Please do NOT fill the salt compartment at the bottom of the dishwasher if you
are using the 3-in-1 style tablets. These tablets already have salt in them and
causes too much salt in the wash-cycle for the rinse-cycle to wash away the salt
residue.
Place the FLATWARE handles down into the basket and keep knives away from
the other pieces of FLATWARE. Do not over crowd each compartment. This helps
reduce drainage and scratching.
After the wash-cycle, dry the knives with a clean, dry cloth. The steel is made
from a different stainless steel and is more prone to corrosion and rust marks.
Avoid using the ‘Rinse & Hold’ cycle.

Common Markings and Causes
Rust Marks - ‘Stainless Steel’ is rust resistant. It can receive deposits from other
items in the sink or dishwasher.
Rainbows - Detergents can cause this discolouration if not rinsed off, or if you
air dry the FLATWARE. Hot fat, vinegar,
wine and citrus juices can also cause discolouration.
Chalking - The use of un-softened water or not drying FLATWARE properly can
leave a chalky residue.
Pitting - Knives are prone to pitting as the blade is hardened as part of the
manufacturing process. After a period of time, salt and food acids can cause pit
marks.
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